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Mechanistic Model for Spade
Drills for Wood Drilling
Operations, Part 1: Model
Development
The purpose of this work is to present an investigation of the force system gene
during spade drill-bit drilling processes that is a prerequisite for the design of spa
drills with improved performance. The technical literature offers no references to this
of bit and process; hence an approach based on the well-established mechanistic
prediction methods will be used. The force and torque prediction models are based
complete analytical model of a generalized spade bit that takes into account the c
action of all the characteristic cutting edges of the spade bit, namely of its chisel edg
and major cutting edges. In conjunction with the model an efficient model calibra
method is also introduced and experimentally verified.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1559156#
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1 Introduction
The spade drill bit is a very widely used tool in the constructi

industry for drilling in wood and wood based products for plum
ing and electrical installations. The basic design of the tool has
changed for decades. The introduction of hand-held batt
operated cordless drills has, however, imposed the need to
prove the performance of these tools in two respects:~1! reduced
power consumption in order to prolong battery life, and~2! re-
duced thrust force to reduce operator fatigue. This, in turn, ne
sitates the examination of the suitability of the existing ubiquito
design and of the possibility of developing new bits with e
hanced performance. In either case, to meet these goals in
most efficient way, a systematic approach, based on a sound
oretical foundation, is needed to guide the evaluation and de
effort. Such an approach is in particular paramount since curre
new developments are entirely based on ad-hoc trial and e
procedures.

The review of the technical literature does not yield any pub
cation related to this particular type of drill and drilling operatio
hence both geometric and cutting mechanics aspects of this
need to be developed before a systematic design process c
put in place. An attempt toward this objective was given by Zh
@1#. In a two-part publication Zhao et al.@2# develop the analytica
foundation for the definition of the geometry and manufacture
these bits. It is objective of this paper to develop a basic mode
the cutting mechanics aspects of spade drills. This model wil
based on the aforementioned drill geometry model and will util
the widely used mechanistic approach.

Upon complete definition of the mechanistic models all prer
uisites will exist to assess the performance of a wood drill
spade bit, expressed in terms of machining forces and energy,
bit wear, drill bit breakage and hole quality, as well as provid
basis and a set of design tools for new developments.

It is commonly known that many problems still exit in terms
the complete understanding of the drilling process, includ
those related to form errors, burrs, chatter, and tool wear
failure. Generally, the cutting forces that depend on tool geom
parameters and machining conditions contain information on
sources of these problems. Therefore, accurate mechanistic
els are a necessity for estimating the components of the f
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system acting on the drill’s cutting edges in order to find op
mized designs for new tool geometries, to improve quality, and
increase productivity.

Mechanistic models have been used in the past to predict
force system in machining processes including end milling@3,4#
and drilling @5–9#. The mechanistic approach is based on the
ometry of the process and relates the cutting forces to the
load through the specific forces, which are empirically determin
from fundamental machining parameters. The model coefficie
for a given tool and workpiece material combination are det
mined from calibration experiments. In the past, researchers h
used calibration data from orthogonal or oblique cutting ope
tions, or turning to predict the forces in other processes such
end milling @10,11# and drilling @12–14#.

This paper will introduce an elemental mechanistic cutti
model and the formulation of the procedure for computing
resultant forces acting on the major cutting edge, tip cutting e
and chisel edge of spade drills used in wood drilling operations
conjunction with the model a generalized calibration algorith
will be introduced to determine the model coefficients from for
data obtained from specially designed spade drilling experime

2 Mechanistic Force Model
Merchant @15# has shown, by using conservation of ener

methods, that if the chip is held in equilibrium by the resulta
machining forces, the cutting forces that act on the tool in
equivalent two-dimensional rake-face or machine-tool coordin
system are proportional to the uncut chip area or chip load.
chip load is the projected area of the shear plane measured
plane normal to the cutting-velocity vector. The constant of p
portionality, the specific cutting pressure, was later found to
dependent on the cutting conditions, tool geometry, the un
chip thickness (tc), the normal rake angle (gn) and cutting
velocity (V).

Using this concept Gu et al.@16#, Endres and Waldorf@17# and
others have used the rake-face coordinate frame~shown in Fig. 1!
and assumed that the magnitude of the force normal to the
face of the tool, i.e., the Normal Force (uFnu), and the force on the
rake face in the direction of chip flow, i.e., the Friction For
(uF f u), are both proportional to the chip area. The two rake-fa
forces and the chip flow direction fully characterize the force s
tem on the cutting tool and are used to develop the drilling fo
model as well. The magnitudes of the normal and friction forc
are given by the mechanistic equations:

e
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uFnu5KnAc

uF f u5K fAc (1)

The chip area,Ac is defined in the plane whose normal is c
incident with the direction of the cutting velocity.Kn andK f are
defined to be the Specific Normal Force and the Specific Fric
Force.

It is well documented and accepted that the specific normal
friction forces depend on the chip thickness and velocity and
modeled by a power law. However, to date there is no stand
way of including the rake angle effect. Some researchers~e.g.,
Endres and Waldorf,@17#! use the effective-rake angle while oth
ers ~e.g., Chandreasekharan et al.,@8,9#! include the normal-rake
angle in the empirical model. While each argument presented
its merits, no conclusive data from actual experiments has b
presented. Modeling the effect of the rake angle on the spe
forces is a critical step in standardizing the force models as
rake angle can vary considerably across tool geometries and
cesses. Chandreasekharan et al.@8# have found that the averag
percentage variation for the resultant normal and friction force
reasonably small considering that the effective-rake angle va
over a fairly wide range and there is no consistent trend or co
lation between the force components and the effective-rake an
Consequently, the following empirical equations can be used
compute the specific normal and friction forces in terms
the chip thickness (tc), cutting velocity (V) and normal-rake
angle (gn).

H ln Kn5a01a1 ln tc1a2 ln V1a3gn

ln K f5b01b1 ln tc1b2 ln V1b3gn
(2)

For conventional drilling operations the influence of the cle
ance angle is negligible; hence it has generally been omitted f
mechanistic models. From a comprehensive set of systematic
liminary experiments performed by commercially available a
prototype spade drill bits it became evident that the influence
the clearance angle can become significant@1#. Therefore, in the
current research expanded relationships will be introduced to
press the influence of the clearance angle,an , on the specific
normal and friction forces. This will be accomplished by addi
an additional term into Eq.~2!, i.e.:

H ln Kn5a01a1 ln tc1a2 ln V1a3gn1a4an

ln K f5b01b1 ln tc1b2 ln V1b3gn1b4an
(3)

whereai and bi , i 51, 2, 3 and 4 are coefficients that genera
need to be determined from suitably collected experimental d
This process, referred to as model calibration, typically need
be performed whenever the machining conditions undergo a
nificant change. Equation~3! will be used henceforth in the analy
ses and modeling of the force system acting on spade bits.

The above expressions express the forces in the rake-face
dinate frame and are general in nature. These expressions w

Fig. 1 Chip removal model
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applied next to define the elemental forces in the general coordi-
nate frame as the first step in building a complete mechanistic
model for spade drilling operations.

2.1 Oblique-Cutting Based Elemental Force Model for
Spade Bits. The generalized geometry of spade bits, defined in
detail in @1,2#, is shown in Fig. 2, which also identifies the prin-
cipal cutting edges of this tool. In its most general form the rake
surface is a helicoid defined by a straight or curved generator
twisted by the helix angled, the intersection of which with a
properly defined clearance/flank surface generator~e.g., grinding
wheel! defines the major, tip and chisel edges. Frequently, to in-
crease the rake angle distribution along an edge a micro-groove is
added. Almost without exception the tip portion always has a
micro-groove, while this feature, given different design realiza-
tions, is also frequently present along the major cutting edge. This
is necessary since the overwhelming majority of commercially
available drills use a planar rake surface (d50).

The spade drilling process is a true oblique-cutting process;
hence a third force component—the lateral force—is also present.
To develop accurate models for the force components that act on
the cutting edges of a spade drill bit, a basic mechanistic force
model for the oblique-cutting process must be established. The
oblique-cutting elemental forces are then resolved in the drilling
coordinate frame and summed to obtain the total forces.

To develop a three-dimensional mechanistic model for the
spade drilling processes the cutting edges of the drill are divided
into small elements@5# ~Fig. 3!. To determine the specific normal
force and the specific friction force acting on each element, the
chip thickness, cutting velocity, the normal rake angle and the
normal clearance angle must be determined. The chip thickness
(tc) is defined to be the thickness normal to the cutting edge~Fig.
3!. The analytical expressions for the variation of the cutting
angles with the radial distance coordinate for different spade bit
topologies have been derived in@1,2#.

Fig. 2 Generalized helical spade bit geometry
MAY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 227
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Due to the difference between the direction in which the for
are measured and the normal and friction force directions, th
different coordinate frames need to be introduced. The first is
rake face coordinate frame (dFndFfdFw), which is defined by
the direction of the elemental friction forcedFf , the elemental
normal forcedFn and a direction perpendicular to the previo
two to be designated bydFw ~no force component acts in thi
direction!. In the rake-face coordinate frame, the magnitudes
the elemental normal force (udFnu) and of the friction force
(udFf u) are computed from the mechanistic model Eq.~1!. The
elemental friction forcedFf acts on the rake face, along the ch
flow direction, while the elemental normal forcedFn acts on the
plane that is normal to the rake face and the main cutting ed
The directiondFw is determined by the cross-product ofdFn
anddFf .

The second coordinate frame is the drilling coordinate fram
which is formed by the elemental oblique-cutting Thrust Fo
udFthu, Cutting ForceudFcutu, and Lateral ForceudFlatu. These
three force components can be computed from the elemental
mal and friction forces. The elemental cutting forceudFcutu acts in
the direction of the cutting velocity vector. The direction of th
elemental oblique-cutting thrust forceudFthu is defined by the
cross product of unit vectors in the direction of the velocity and
the cutting edge element, i.e.,V3L/uV3Lu. Here, the origin of
the coordinate system is placed at the mid-point of the drill-b
cutting edge element~Fig. 3!. The unit vector in the direction o
the cutting edge element~L! and the velocity vector (V) are de-
fined in this frame. The direction of the elemental lateral for
udFlatu is then given by2dFcut3dFth /udFcut3dFthu.

The third coordinate frame is the general coordinate fram
which includes the elemental drilling thrustdFz and radial forces
dFx anddFy . The elemental drilling thrustdFz and radial forces,
dFx anddFy , are determined by vector decomposition.

The magnitude of the elemental drilling thrust forceudFzu and
of the radial forcesudFxu and udFyu are then just thex, y and z
components of the resultant three-dimensional oblique-cut
force acting on each element. The elemental torqueudMzu is the
product of the radial distance of the element and of the cut
force dFcut .

The magnitude of the total drilling thrustuFzu, torqueuMzu and
of the radial forcesuFxu and uFyu for any portion of the cutting
edges of the drill can be obtained by evaluating the eleme
thrust forcedFz , elemental radial forcesdFx and dFy from the

Fig. 3 Elemental model for the cutting edges of the spade
drill bit
228 Õ Vol. 125, MAY 2003
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rake face coordinate frame (dFndFfdFw) shown in Figure 3 and
summing the corresponding thrust, torque and radial forces o
elements in that region for both cutting edges. In the sequel
relationships between elemental forces will be established.

2.2 The Relationships Between Elemental Force Compo
nents. Using the preceding definitions of the different force c
ordinate frames, the relationships between the measured fo
and the elemental specific forces can be established. To trans
the elemental normal and friction forces into the elemental thr
and torque, first of all the relationships between the rake-f
coordinate systemdFndFfdFw and the drilling coordinate system
dFthdFlatdFcut , both shown in Fig. 4, needs to be defined.

Figure 4 presents an oblique cutting element with an inclinat
anglei. The rake-face coordinate systemdFndFfdFw corresponds
to the effective cutting position. The drilling coordinate syste
dFthdFlatdFcut represents the elemental oblique-cutting positi
that has been defined above. The origin of these two coordi
systems, ‘‘o,’’ is located at the center point of the cutting elemen
Plane ‘‘oce’’ represents the elemental rake face. According
ANSI B94.50-1975, the tool reference planePr is the plane
‘‘oars’’; the tool cutting edge planePs is the plane ‘‘oss’’; the
cutting edge normal planePn is the plane ‘‘oac.’’ Thus the angle
gn(/aoc) corresponds to the normal rake angle,hc(/coe) to
the chip flow angle andi to the inclination angle. To transform
entities from the dFthdFlatdFcut coordinate system into the
dFndFfdFw coordinate system, the following three steps need
be performed:

1! The framedFthdFlatdFcut needs to be rotated by the anglei
about the dFth axis (Rot1(dFth ,i )) with respect to the
dFthdFlatdFcut frame:

Rot1~dFth ,i !5F cosi 2sin i 0

sin i cosi 0

0 0 1
G (4)

2! The framedFthdFlatdFcut needs to be rotated by an ang
90-gn about thedFlat axis (Rot2(dFlat,90-gn)) with respect to the
dFthdFlatdFcut frame:

Fig. 4 Oblique elemental cutting forces „Frames
dF thdF latdF cut and dF ndF fdF w…
Transactions of the ASME
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Rot2~dFlat,902gn!5F 1 0 0

0 cos~902gn! 2sin~902gn!

0 sin~902gn! cos~902gn!
G

5F 1 0 0

0 singn 2cosgn

0 cosgn singn

G (5)

3! The framedFthdFlatdFcut needs to be rotated by an anglehc
about the dFth axis (Rot3(dFth ,hc)) with respect to the
dFthdFlatdFcut frame:

Rot3~dFth ,2hc!5F cos~2hc! 2sin~2hc! 0

sin~2hc! cos~2hc! 0

0 0 1
G (6)

Combining all three steps, yields:

F dFlat

dFcut

dFth

G5Rot1~dFth ,i !.Rot2~dFlat,902gn!

.Rot3~dFth ,2hc!.F dFw

dFf

2dFn

G
5F2cosgn sin idFn1dFf~cosi sin i 2cosi sin i singn!

dFn cosi cosgn1dFf~sin2 i 1cos2 i singn!

2dFn singn1dFf cosi cosgn

G
(7)

Since the chip always exerts a compressive force on the
face, this leads to the normal cutting force2dFn . Also one
should note that the force componentdFw is always equal to zero
by definition.

Now, by considering the transformation between the gen
coordinate systemdFxdFydFz and the drilling coordinate system
dFthdFlatdFcut , according to Fig. 5, the transformation betwe
these two frames can be accomplished in two steps. The first
is to rotate the framedFxdFydFz by an angle2 i about thedFz
axis (Rot1(dFz ,2 i )) with respect to thedFxdFydFz frame:

Rot1~dFz ,2 i !5F cos~2 i ! 2sin~2 i ! 0

sin~2 i ! cos~2 i ! 0

0 0 1
G (8)

while the second step is to rotate the framedFxdFydFz by an
angle 902kr about thedFy axis (Rot2(dFy,902kr)) with respect
to thedFxdFydFz frame:

Rot2~dFy,902kr !5F cos~902kr ! 0 2sin~902kr !

0 1 0

sin~902kr ! 0 cos~902kr !
G

5F sinkr 0 2coskr

0 1 0

coskr 0 sinkr

G (9)

Thus, based on the above, the relationship between
dFxdFydFz and thedFthdFlatdFcut coordinate systems become
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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F dFx

dFy

dFz

G5rot1~dFz ,2 i !.Rot2~dFy,902kr !F dFlat

dFcut

dFth

G
5F dFlat cosi sinkr1dFcut sin i 2dFth cosi coskr

2dFlat sin i sinkr1dFcut cosi 1dFth sin i coskr

dFlat coskr1dFth sinkr

G
(10)

Here dFxdFydFz defines the general coordinate system a
dFz also represents the general elemental thrust force. The
emental torque dMz , according to the drilling system
dFthdFcutdFlat , is equal to:

udMzu5ur u.udFcutu (11)

By substitutingdFcut from Eq. ~7! into Eq. ~11! an expression for
the elemental torque in terms of the elemental normal force
the friction force is obtained as:

udMzu5ur u@ udFf u~sin2 i 1cos2 i singn!1udFnucosi cosgn#
(12)

Based on the above analysis, one easily obtains the relation
between the general coordinate force framedFxdFydFz and the
rake face coordinate force framedFndFfdFw as given below:

F dFx

dFy

dFz

G5Rot1~dFz ,2 i !.Rot2~dFy,902kr !.Rot1~dFth ,i !

.Rot2~dFlat,902gn!.Rot3~dFth ,2hc!.F dFw

dFf

2dFn

G
(13)

Furthermore, according to Stabler’s rule@18#, assuming that
hc5 i , and substituting Rot1(dFth ,i ), Rot2(dFlat,902gn),
Rot3(dFth ,2hn), Rot1(dFz ,2 i ) and Rot2(dFy,902kr) from
Eqs. ~4!, ~5!, ~6!, ~8!, and ~9! into Eq. ~13!, the elemental thrust
dFz , and the elemental radial forcesdFx anddFy can be written
in terms of the normal and friction forces acting on the element

Fig. 5 The relation between frames dF thdF latdF cut and
dF xdF ydF z
MAY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 229
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udFzu5dFf~cosi cosgn sinkr1cosi coskr sin i

2cosi coskr sin i singn!

2dFn~coskr cosgn sin i 1sinkr singn! (14)

udFxu5dFf$sin3 i 1cos2 i @2coskr cosgn1sin i ~sinkr1singn

2singn sinkr !#%1dFn cosi ~2cosgn sin i sinkr

1sin i cosgn1singn coskr ! (15)

udFyu5dFf cosi @coskr cosgn sin i 1cos2 i singn

1sin2 i ~12sinkr1sinkr singn!#

1dFn@cosgn~cos2 i 1sin2 i sinkr !2coskr sin i singn#

(16)

All the analysis above was based on the elemental cut
mechanism; consequently all the forces are referred to as ele
tal forces. At this point one can begin to investigate the resul
force that accounts for the action of the whole cutting edge.

3 Force System Acting on the Spade Bit
The so far formulated elemental cutting forces will be used

this section to define the cutting action of the whole cutting ed
i.e., of the forces that would correspond to the measured cut
forces. Because the spade drill bit, as shown in Fig. 2, has t
characteristic cutting edges~chisel edge, tip cutting edge and m
jor cutting edge!, the resultant cutting force acting on the spa
drill bit is the sum of the force components acting on each of th
cutting edges, i.e.:

H Fz5Fz
chisel1Fz

tip1Fz
major

Mz5Mz
chisel1Mz

tip1Mz
major (17)

The subsequent sub-sections will discuss in detail the cons
ent force components that act on the major cutting edge, tip
ting edge and chisel edge respectively, as expressed by Eq.~17!.

3.1 Force Model for the Major Cutting Edge. In drilling
operations the tangential cutting velocity is a linear function of
radial distance and increases outward from the drill’s axis. F
thermore, it has been determined in@1,2# that the rake and incli-
nation angles are also functions of the radial distance of the
ment from the drill’s axis. Therefore, according to Eqs.~2! and
~3!, the specific normal and specific friction forces vary along
cutting edges of the drill-bit. Consequently, the model of the c
ting edge forces should account for the variations of the nor
rake angle and tangential cutting velocity, and must be able
predict the variations of the specific cutting pressure and of
forces along the cutting edges. As a consequence of these v
tions, Eq.~3! should be rewritten as:

Kn~r !5a0tc
a1V~r !a2ea3gn~r !1a4an~r !

K f~r !5b0tc
b1V~r !b2eb3gn~r !1b4an~r ! (18)

whereV(r ), an(r ) and gn(r ) are expressing the dependence
the cutting velocity and of the clearance and rake angle on
radial distance of the element,r, from the drill’s axis.

Since the specific cutting forces on the cutting edges are fu
tions of the radial coordinate, the cutting forces at a given po
can be computed by multiplying the specific cutting pressure
the elemental chip load at that point~Fig. 3!. The chip area for a
specific element is equal tof r /2 dx, wheredx is the elemental
length along the projection of the cutting edge on the plane n
mal to the drill axis andf r is the chip-load expressed in@mm/rev#.
From Eq.~1!, the elemental specific normal and specific frictio
forces can be expressed as functions of the radial coordinate
rewritten as:
230 Õ Vol. 125, MAY 2003
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dx5cosi ~r !dr (19)

dAc5
1

2
dx fr sinkr /sinkr5

1

2
f r cosi ~r !dr (20)

dFn~r !5Kn~r !
f r

2
cosi ~r !dr (21)

dFf~r !5K f~r !
f r

2
cosi ~r !dr (22)

where i (r ) is the inclination angle at a specific point, and whe
Kn(r ) andK j (r ) are respectively the normal specific force who
direction is normal to the rake face and the specific friction fo
which acts in the chip flow direction.

Now the resultant cutting forces for any part of a cutting ed
of the drill-bit can be obtained by integrating between appropri
limits. The thrust force and torque equations for the major cutt
edge can be written in terms of the integral of the elemental th
force and torque as:

Fz
major5E

rp

R

2dFz~r ! (23)

Mz
major5E

rp

R

2dMz~r ! (24)

where rp is the radius of the tip cutting edge outer point and
equal tow/2 according to Fig. 2.

Since most drill-bits are symmetric, the cutting edge on ea
side generates its own radial forces, but the forces act in oppo
directions, so the measured radial force represents their differe
The expressions for the radial forces presented below refer to
cutting edge, and can be written as:

Fx
major5E

rp

R

dFx~r ! (25)

Fy
major5E

rp

R

dFy~r ! (26)

wheredFx anddFy were given by Eqs.~12! and~14!. By substi-
tuting dMz , dFz , dFn(r ) anddFf(r ) from Eqs.~12!, ~14!, ~21!
and~22! into Eqs.~23! and~24!, the thrust force and torque can b
written in terms of the normal and friction forces of the eleme
The resulting expressions are:

Fz
major5 f rE

rp

R

@K f~r !cos2 i ~r !~cosgn~r !sinkr1sin i ~r !coskr

2sin i ~r !coskr singn~r !!2Kn~r !cosi ~r !

3~sin i ~r !coskr cosgn~r !1sinkr singn~r !!#dr (27)

Mz
major5 f rE

rp

R

@K f~r !@~sin2 i ~r !cosi ~r !1cos3 i ~r !singn~r !#

1Kn~r !cosg~r !n cos2 i ~r !#rdr (28)

The radial forces acting on one cutting edge, in turn, are:

Fx
major5 f rE

rp

R

@K f~r !$sin3 i cosi 1cos3 i @2coskr cosgn

1sin i ~sinkr1singn2singn sinkr !#%

1Kn~r !cos2 i ~2cosgn sin i sinkr1sin i cosgn

1singn coskr !#dr (29)
Transactions of the ASME
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Fy
major5 f rE

rp

R

$K f~r !cos2 i @coskr cosgn sin i 1cos2 i singn

1sin2 i ~12sinkr1sinkr singn!#

1Kn~r !cosi @cosgn~cos2 i 1sin2 i sinkr !

2coskr sin i singn#%dr (30)

For numerical prediction purposes and prediction software
velopment the above results can be expressed in discrete for
substituting the integration by summation. Then, the correspo
ing numerical expressions for the discrete resultant force mo
t
n
d
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for the major cutting edge is obtained as the sum of all eleme
forces that are involved in cutting, i.e.:

5 Fz
major5(

n51

Nm

dFz~n!

Mz
major5(

n51

Nm

dMz~n!

(31)

whereNm is the number of elements of the major cutting edg
dFz(n) and dMz(n) correspond to thenth element’s elementa
thrust force and torque respectively. According to Eqs.~14! and
~12!, the corresponding numerical expressions for the eleme
forces are:
5
dFz~n!50.5f r$K f~n!cos2 i ~n!@cosgn~n!sinkr1sin i ~n!coskr~12singn~n!!#

2Kn~n!cosi ~n!@sin i ~n!coskr cosgn~n!1sinkr singn~n!#} Dr

n51,2,...Nm

dMz~n!50.5f r r ~n!$K f~n!@sin2 i ~n!cosi ~n!1cos3 i ~n!singn~n!#

1Kn~n!cos2 i ~n!cosgn~n!} Dr

(32)
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here

H Kn~n!5a0S f r

2 D a1

@Vr ~n!#a2ea3gn~n!1a4an~n!

K f~n!5b0 S f r

2 D b1

@Vr ~n!#b2eb3gn~n!1b4an~n!

(33)

andV is the spindle speed,Dr is the radial length of the cutting
element,r (n) is the distance between theZ-axis to thenth cutting
element,an(n) is the clearance angle of thenth cutting element,
andgn(n) is the rake angle of thenth cutting element.

3.2 Force Model for the Tip Cutting Edge. In analogy to
the derivations for the major cutting edge, the corresponding fo
model for the tip cutting edge can be determined by following
same procedure. By replacing the major cutting edge point a
kr with the tip point angler, the tip cutting edge thrust force an
torque can be written in terms of the normal and friction forces
the element as:

Fz
tip5 f rE

rc

rp

@K f~r !cos2 i ~r !~cosgn~r !sin~r!1sin i ~r !cos~r!

2sin i ~r !cos~r!singn~r !!2Kn~r !cosi ~r !

3~sin i ~r !cos~r!cosgn~r !1sin~r!singn~r !!#dr (34)

Mz
tip5 f rE

rc

rp

@K f~r !@~sin2 i ~r !cosi ~r !1cos3 i ~r !singn~r !#

1Kn~r !cosg~r !n cos2 i ~r !#rdr (35)

The radial forces acting on one tip cutting edge are:
rce
he
gle

of

Fx
tip5 f rE

rc

rp

@K f~r !$sin3 i cosi 1cos3 i @2cos~r!cosgn

1sin i ~sin~r!1singn2singn sin~r!!#%

1Kn~r !cos2 i ~2cosgn sin i sin~r!1sin i cosgn

1singn cos~r!!#dr (36)

Fy
tip5 f rE

rc

rp

$K f~r !cos2 i @cos~r!cosgn sin i 1cos2 i singn

1sin2 i ~12sin~r!1sin~r!singn!#

1Kn~r !cosi @cosgn~cos2 i 1sin2 i sin~r!!

2cos~r!sin i singn#%dr (37)

hererc is the radial distance between the chisel edge outer p
and drill bit axisZ, and rp is the radial distance between the t
cutting edge outer point and drill bit axisZ.

Similarly, the corresponding discrete model for the tip cutti
edge can be written as:

5 Fz
tip5(

n51

Nt

dFz~n!

Mz
tip5(

n51

Nt

dMz~n!

(38)

where Nt is the number of elements engaged in cutting at t
cutting moment. This number changes with the spade bit’s p
etration into the workpiece.dFz(n) anddMz(n) are the elementa
thrust force and torque fornth element, i.e.:
5
dFz~n!50.5f r$K f~n!cos2 i ~n!@cosgn~n!sinr1sin i ~n!cosr~12singn~n!!#

2Kn~n!cosi ~n!@sin i ~n!cosr cosgn~n!1sinr singn~n!#} Dr

n51,2,...Nt

dMz~n!50.5f r r ~n!$K f~n!@sin2 i ~n!cosi ~n!1cos3 i ~n!singn~n!#

1Kn~n!cos2 i ~n!cosgn~n!} Dr

(39)
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3.3 Force Model for the Chisel Edge. Oxford @19# has
shown that for drilling, in a small region around the center of t
chisel edge, the tool does not actually cut but instead extrudes
material. This region is called the indentation zone. The portion
the chisel edge outside the indentation zone is referred to as
secondary cutting edge. It is accepted practice to determine
forces at the secondary cutting edges by using the same typ
mechanistic models as for the major cutting edges@6,7#.

Due to the simple profile of the chisel edge for spade bits,
chisel edge cutting process is a normal cutting process, with
inclination angle and with a 90° cutting edge point angle. So
terms of the normal and friction forces acting on the elements,
chisel edge thrust force and torque can be written as:

Fz
chisel5 f rE

0

rc

@K f~r !cosgn~r !2Kn~r !singn~r !#dr (40)

Mz
chisel5 f rE

0

rc

@K f~r !singn~r !1Kn~r !cosgn~r !#rdr (41)
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The radial forces acting on one chisel cutting edge are:

Fx
chisel5 f rE

0

rc

@2K f~r !cosgn~r !1Kn~r !singn~r !#dr (42)

Fy
chisel5 f rE

0

rc

@K f~r !singn~r !1Kn~r !cosgn~r !#dr (43)

and the corresponding discrete numerical models are:

5 Fz
chisel5(

n51

Nc

dFz~n!

Mz
chisel5(

n51

Nc

dMz~n!

(44)

whereNc is the total number of elements of the chisel edge a
dFz(n) and dMz(n) are the elemental thrust force and torq
given by:
HdFz~n!50.5f r~K f~n!cosgn~n!2Kn~n!singn~n!!Dr
dMz~n!50.5f r r ~n!~K f~n!singn~n!1Kn~ i !cosgn~n!!Dr n51,2, . . .Nc (45)
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The above expressions, for the sake of simplicity, neglect
indentation effects, consider the nominal values of the cutting
locity without considering the influence of the feed velocity a
are based on the static instead of the dynamic values of the
and clearance angles. This assumption is justifiable becaus
influence of the chisel edge, in comparison to the tip and ma
cutting edges, is generally small for spade drills.

3.4 Model of the Resultant Force. The derivations in the
last three sub-sections facilitate the complete evaluation of
resultant forces acting on the spade bit given by Eq.~17! by sub-
stituting the appropriate expressions for the characteristic cut
edges in accordance to Eqs.~27, 28, 34, 35, 40 and 41!. It is clear
that the elemental specific normal forceKn(r ) and friction force
K f(r ) are functions of the arbitrary cutting element’s cuttin
angles and cutting velocity. The general resultant forces
torque are based on the individual cutting element, and as suc
force and torque models exploit the inherent variation of the c
ting angles and of the tangential cutting velocity along the cutt
edges of the spade bit. Consequently this force model suits
kind of spade point geometry, including the straight flat spade
or curved spade bits@2#. The following section will focus on the
calibration of the model, that is, the determination of the unkno
coefficients in Eq.~18! of the specific force model.

4 Coefficient Calibration
The drill point geometry and the mechanistic force models h

facilitated the establishment of the relationship between the sp
drill bits’ geometry and the cutting force system acting on
principal edges. However, the underlying relationships were ba
on the assumption that the coefficients of the mechanistic fo
model were known. In this section, a calibration procedure
algorithm to obtain the applicable oblique-cutting model coe
cients from experimental drilling thrust and torque data will
developed.

Tests that are easy to perform in an industrial environment
desirable for model calibration. To accomplish this goal it will
shown that the developed model can be calibrated based
suitable set of experiments that are performed using a set of t
~with different normal rake angles and normal clearance ang!
and different combinations of cutting conditions.
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4.1 Theoretical Background for a Simplified Calibration
Procedure. The purpose of the calibration procedure is to fi
the force model coefficients from experimental data. From
mechanistic force model expressions~Eqs. ~27!, ~28!, ~34!, ~35!,
~40!, and~41!! of the spade drill bit, it can be seen that the for
expressions are too complex for calibrating the coefficients. C
sequently, in the sequel a special experimental configuration
be introduced and simplified approximate expressions for the
cific normal and friction force will be formulated.

To simplify the calibration procedure a straight-flat spade
with a cutting edge point anglekr equal to 90 deg will be assume
in a drilling operation with a pilot hole to eliminate the cuttin
actions of the spade bit’s tip cutting edge and chisel edge
shown in Fig. 6.

For the assumed configuration, the drill bit’s drilling thru
force and torque during cutting can be rewritten, based on E
~27! and ~28!, as:

Fz5 f rE
rh

R

@K f~r !cos2 i ~r !cosgn~r !2Kn~r !cosi ~r !singn~r !#dr

(46)

Fig. 6 Experiment with pilot hole
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Mz5 f rE
rh

R

@K f~r !@~sin2 i ~r !cosi ~r !1cos3 i ~r !singn~r !#

1Kn~r !cosgn~r !cos2 i ~r !#rdr (47)

whererh is the radius of the pilot hole andR is the radius of the
drill bit.

The cutting velocityV at an arbitrary point of the cutting edg
is equal to the product ofV, the spindle speed andr, the radial
distance of the cutting point from the drill axis, implying that
changes with radial distance. Also, the rake and clearance an
change with radial distance. Hence, the specific normal and
tion forces~Eq. ~18!! are a function of the radial distance. In ligh
of this and in order to further simplify the calibration procedu
two additional assumptions will be made:~1! the average cutting
velocity will be used to represent the changing cutting velocity
each of the major cutting edge elements and~2! the rake and
clearance angle distribution along the major cutting edge will
assumed constant by substituting the average rake and clea
angle valuesgn andan for gn(r ) andan(r ).

The rationale for the adoption of the above assumptions is
formulation of a simple calibration procedure. Since the sugge
procedure calls for the use of a pilot hole with diameterrh whose
value is generally a substantial portion of the drill radiusR the
adoption of the average instead of the actual velocity for eac
the cutting edge elements engaged in cutting on the outcom
not expected to be significant. On the other hand, the deta
analysis of the cutting angle distributions along the major cutt
edge given by Zhao@1# and Zhao et al.@2# for different spade drill
topologies provides a conclusive argument in favor of using
average instead of actual values of the rake and clearance a
of the respective elements since they do not change significa
for the portion of the major cutting edge engaged with the wo
piece during the proposed calibration procedure. If one desire
minimize the influence of the variable nature of the relevant v
ables the pilot hole radius can be increased. Comprehensive
dation experiments, to be presented later, will confirm the minim
influence of these assumptions on the prediction accuracy of
models. Under the preceding simplifying assumptions the spe
normal and specific friction forces at any arbitrary cutting po
along the major cutting edge can be rewritten as:

Kn5a0tc
a1S rh1R

2 D a2

Va2ea3gn1a4an (48)

K f5b0tc
b1S rh1R

2 D b2

Vb2eb3gn1b4an (49)

Alternatively, the use of the last two expressions can be view
as the replacement of the variable specific forces by their cons
counterparts that correspond to the average cutting condition
the major cutting edge.

Substituting Eqs.~48! and ~49! into Eqs. ~46! and ~47!, the
drilling thrust force and torque can be expressed as:

Fz5 f rE
rh

R

@K f cosgn cos2 i ~r !2Kn singn cosi ~r !#dr (50)

Mz5 f rE
rh

R

@K f~cos3 i ~r !singn1sin2 i ~r !cosi ~r !

1Kn cosgn cos2 i ~r !#dr (51)

A general expression for the inclination angle,i, as a function
of the normalized radial distancer, is given elsewhere~e.g.,@1,2#!.
Here however, since it was assumed thatkr590 deg, the genera
expression for the inclination angle can be simplified and writ
as:

i ~r !5sin21S t

2r D (52)
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Based on Eq.~52! cosi(r), that appears in Eqs.~50! and~51!, can
be written as:

cosi ~r !5$12sin2 i ~r !%1/25A12
t2

4r 2 (53)

The Taylor series expansion of the last equation yields the follo
ing approximate expression for cosi(r):

cosi ~r !>12
1

8

t2

r 22
1

128

t4

r 4 (54)

Now by substituting the values ofi (r ) and cosi(r) given by
Eqs. ~52! and ~54! into Eqs. ~50! and ~51!, and performing the
necessary integration, the thrust force and torque can be wr
as:

Fz5 f rK f cosgn~r 1t2/8!urh
R 2 f rKn singn~r 1t2/81t4/~384r 3!urp

R

(55)

Mz5 f rK fF t2

8
singn10.25~121.5 singn!t2 ln r

1
t4

32r 2 S 0.52
3

8
singnD1

t6

2048r 4 ~12singn!GU
rh

R

1 f rKn cosgnS 1

2
r 22W2 ln r D U

rh

R

(56)

The solution of Eqs.~55! and~56!, yields the specific normal and
friction forces in the form:

K f5
FzTn1MzRn

f r~RfTn1RnTf !
(57)

Kn5
2FzTf1MzRf

f r~RfTn1RnTf !
(58)

where

Rf5cosgn~r 1t2/2!urh
R (59)

Rn5singn~r 1t2/81t4/~384r 3!!urh
R (60)

Tf5
r 2

2
singn10.25~121.5 singn!t2 ln r

1
t4

32r 2 S 0.52
3

8
singnD1

t6

2048r 4 ~12singn!urh
R (61)

Tn5cosgnS 1

8
t22

1

4
t2 ln r D U

rh

R

(62)

It is evident from Eqs.~57! and ~58!, that the specific norma
and friction forces can be obtained if experimental measureme
performed in accordance to the configuration shown in Fig. 6
the appropriate force and torque components are available.

When a drill bit with kr590 deg is not available, the sam
procedure is still valid. The only difference is that coefficientsRf
and Rn in Eqs. ~57! and ~58! should account for the particula
value ofkr . These more general expressions are given by:

Rf5sinkr cosgn~r 1t2/8!10.5~12singn!coskrt ln r urh
R

(63)

Rn5sinkr singn~r 1t2/~8r !1t4/~384r 3!!

1coskr cosgn~0.5t ln r 1t3/~32r 2!1t5/~1024r 4!!urp
R

(64)

The proposed calibration procedure can be therefore perfor
by different types of major cutting edge configurations.
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4.2 Experimental Procedure and Coefficient Estimation
The experimental configuration corresponds to that shown in
6 in which the three orthogonal force components and torque
measured. The average values of the force and torque are us
the calibration expressions.

The experiments were performed on a Cincinnati Milacron
ber 750 Vertical Machining Center that was instrumented to al
the measurement of drilling torque, thrust and radial force co
ponents. The block diagram of the experimental setup is show
Fig. 7. Force and torque measurements were performed by a
component KISTLER piezo-electric drilling dynamometer. T
specimens were mounted on a vise attached to the dynamome
platform resulting, due to the small weight of the vise and spe
men, in the retention of the wide frequency band of the dynamo
eter’s response~approximately 3 kHz!. The signals were amplified
by charge amplifiers and digitized by a HP multi-channel d
acquisition system. The drills were held in the spindle by a st
dard 1/4 in. collet to minimize drill shank run-out effects as mu
as possible.

Since all the acquired drilling thrust and torque signals ha
exhibited a very strong dynamic variation component with a f
quency equal to the rotational frequency of the drill, the thrust a
torque signals were digitally filtered by a fourth order Butterwo
digital filter during data analysis to remove the dynamic com
nent of the signal, mainly caused by runout and vibrations,
make the assessment of the average thrust and torque v
easier. The filter cutoff frequencies were set lower than the dr
rotational frequency at 5 Hz. The data were filtered and analy
usingMATLAB.

The workpiece material used was medium density fiberbo
~MDF!. This material was used because of its isotropic and c
stant mechanical properties, unlike natural wood, which ma
comparisons much easier and meaningful. The actual cutting
ditions will be stated for each set of experiments reported in
sequel. The same procedure would be applicable for wood as
In this case, however, the obtained coefficients would represen
average value due to the anisotropic nature of wood.

A minimal plausible experimental design matrix for coefficie
calibration could, for example, utilize four spade bits with tw
different rake and two different clearance angles used at two
ting speed and feed levels. This would result in a minimum of
experiments. For more accurate calibration, however, some o
experiments may be repeated or the experimental matrix
panded. The desired range of the validity of the calibrated mo
will dictate the specific range of the geometric and operatio
parameters.

The estimation of the calibration constants in Eqs.~48! and~49!
requires, as the first step, the evaluation of the specific nor
force Kn and of the specific friction forceK f utilizing the mea-

Fig. 7 Block diagram of the experimental setup
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sured torque and thrust force values in accordance with Eqs.~57!
and~58!. Subsequently, a suitable non-linear parameter estima
procedure can be used to evaluate the calibration constants in
~48! and ~49! with the computed specific normal forceKn and of
the specific friction forceK f as the dependent variables. In th
current work the ‘‘NonLinearFit’’ function from theMATH-
EMATICAsoftware package was used to obtain the coefficien

The above procedure was implemented to derive the calibra
coefficients in accordance with Eqs.~57! and~58! for a particular
set of cutting conditions. Experiments were performed with a p
hole using nine tools characterized by different major cutting e
geometries, i.e., three rake angles~10, 14 and 18 degrees! and
three clearance angles~10, 12 and 14 degrees! under the following
cutting conditions: 400 and 800 rpm spindle speed and 190,
and 762 mm/min feedrate. The use of the measured value
Equations~48! and ~49! in conjunction with the ‘‘NonLinearFit’’
routine yielded the following expressions for the specific norm
and friction forces as a function of cutting conditions:

Kn5e6.879tc
20.065V0.0566e21.943g10.0606a (65)

K f5e4.209tc
20.558V0.0414e20.3155g10.3155a (66)

To verify the accuracy of the calibration coefficients, they we
substituted into Eq.~31!, along with the appropriate machinin
conditions and tool geometry for a different set of drills and co
ditions from those used in the calibration process. Experime
were again performed with nine different major cutting edge
ometries, i.e., rake angles of 10, 14 and 18 degrees and clear
angles of 8, 11 and 14 degrees with cutting speeds of 400 and
rpm and feedrates of 127, 254 and 508 mm/min. These exp
ments were replicated twice~detailed data are given in@1#! while
a typical complete process simulation is also shown in Fig. 1
Part 2!. The measured and calculated values of the thrust
torque for these conditions have yielded average torque and th
force prediction errors of 3.08% and 8.74% respectively. It is
parent that the accuracy of the torque predictions is higher t
that for the thrust. In the latter case, prediction accuracy has
teriorated with an increase in the magnitude of the rake angle

In Part 2 of this paper the specific cutting force coefficien
given by Eqs.~63! and ~64! will be used in all simulation ex-
amples. These coefficients were assumed to be valid for the
ting actions of the major cutting edge, tip cutting edge and
secondary cutting edge portion of the chisel edge.

5 Conclusions
The main points resulting from the content presented above

1. Chip removal related force models were formulated for g
eral spade bit topologies.

2. A cutting elemental mechanistic model was introduced.
3. The relationships between force components in different

ordinate frames were derived.
4. Force models, which account for the influence of drill g

ometry and machining conditions, were given.
5. A coefficient calibration method was introduced that w

based on a simplified formulation of the expressions for
cutting coefficients and on a simple experimental procedu

The developed model includes the cutting action of all char
teristic edges of the spade bit and is, as a consequence of this
to predict the complete force system in spade drilling operati
throughout all phases of the process~from entry to exit!.
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